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Abstract 
We compute the cellularity of .F'(X) in terms of the cellularity of X for a class of covariam 
functors Y" including e×p, A and P. We also give a number of examples to test the sharpness of 
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I n t roduct ion  
The article is an attempt for a detailed study of cellularity of compact spaces ot ' the 
form ~'(X) ,  where 3 r is a covariant functor satisfying certain normality conditions in 
the sense of Shchepin [12]. We shall strengthen and unify several previous results of 
this sort appearing in the literature which are usually given for some specific functors .~" 
such as the exponential functor exp [ lO1, superextension functor A of de Groot [ 16,9], or 
the probability measmes functor P [4]. One of the general results proved in this article 
(Section 4) is the equality 
c(Y(X))  = c (X" )  
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for every seminormal functor .Y" of degree n which preserves the weight. Examples of 
such functors are expn, Pn and A,, (n /> 3). Another general result (Section 5) of this 
article is the equality 
~(::(x)) = c(x ~) 
for every normal functor of infinite degree. This equality is new even in the case .T" = exp 
or the case .T" = A, which we prove separately as Theorem 5. ! 6. The case .T = P appears 
in [4]. We shall also give a number of examples of functors to test the sharpness of some 
of these results (see Sections 3 and 4). For example, we shall see that some of the 
well-known irregularities of the cellularity function (e.g., its nonproductivity proved in 
[13]) transfer to some examples of covariant functors with complex cellular pr,~pcrties 
(Examples 4.3, 4.6, 4.12, Proposition 4.17, Remark 4.20). In Section i we gather some 
general facts and definitions about functors, and, in particular, the remarkable notions 
introduced by Shchepin [12]. In Section 2 we survey known facts about the cellularity 
and, in particular, about its countable case, the Suslin condition. 
All considered spaces are Tychonoff (mostly compact) and all mappings are continuous. 
All unexplained terminology and notation can be found in standard textbooks on the 
subjects ome of which are listed in the reference list. 
1. Several remarks on functors 
We shall consider only covariant functors acting in the category Comp of all compact 
spaces and their mappings. Let us recall some notions and facts used below. For more 
details, see [2,5,121. 
Let .T and ~ be functors. A natural tran.~formation T : .T" --+ ~ is a system of mappings 
T\- : .T(X) --+ ~(X),  where X is a compact space such that for an arbitrary mapping 
f : X --+ Y between compact spaces X and Y we have 
~(f) o T.x- = Ty  o :(f). 
A functor .T" is called a subfimctor of a functor ~ if there is a natural transformation 
T : .T" --+ jC such that every mapping T.x- is an embedding. 
Now we describe three well-known functors. The exponential of a space X or the 
hyperspace of all nonempty closed subsets of X is the set exp(X) of all closed nonempty 
subsets of X, equipped with the (finite) Vietoris topology (exp(X) = 2 -\'). An open base 
of this topology consists of the sets of the form 
V(UI . . . . .  Uk) = {A E exp(X): A c Ul U . . .  t3 Uk, 
AnU,  # 0, i= l  . . . . .  k}. 
where U, are open nonempty subsets of X. 
If f :  X --+ Y is a mapping, then the mapping exp(f) :exp(X) ~ exp(Y) defined 
by exp(f)(A) = f (A )  is also continuous. It is well known and easy to check that this 
operation exp is a covariant functor in the category of compact spaces. 
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By exp,~(X) we denote the subspace of exp(X) consisting of all subsets of X con- 
taining no more than n points. The operation exp,~ is a subfunctor f the functor exp. 
The intersection V(UI . . . . .  Uk) f3 expn(X ) will be also denoted by V(UI . . . . .  Uk). 
The next functor is the probabili~ measures functor P. For a compact space X by 
C(X) we denote the normed space of all functions ~ : X --+ JR. The dual of C(X), i.e., 
the linear space of all continuous linear functionals/z : C(X) --+ •, is denoted by M(X).  
By Riesz' theorem, the non-negative cone M+(X) of this space is affinely isomorphic 
to the space of all non-negative countably-additive regular Borel measures on X. The 
space M(X)  is equipped with ,-weak topology generated by the identity embedding 
M(X)  C •c(x). A linear functional # E M+(X) is called a probabilio" measure if 
#( Ix)  = I. "lhe space of all probability measures on X is denoted by P(X). This space 
is closed in the unit ball U(X) of M(X),  which is compact in the *-weak topology. So, 
P(X) is compact for every compact space X. 
An open base of ,-weak topology on P consists of the sets of the form 
o(#,~,  . . . . .  ~k,~) = {~, c P(X) :  I~(~, ) -  ~'(~,)1 < ~ i=  l . . . . .  k}, 
where e > 0 and qa, E C(X). 
For a mapping f : X -+ Y the mapping P( f )  : P(X) -4 P(Y) is defined as follows: 
(P(f)(#))(~) = #(~ o f). 
The third functor is the superextension fimctor )~. A family L of closed subsets of a 
compact space X is called a linked &vstem in X if A f3 B is nonempty for an arbitrary 
A and B from L. A linked system L in X is called maximal if it is not contained in 
any bigger linked syst~,n in X. Every maximal linked system in X is a closed subset 
of exp(X). So, the set J~(X) is a subset of the second exponential exp(exp(X)) of X. 
This set is compact beir g closed in exp(exp(X)). The space X is naturally embedded 
in )~(X). This embedding transfers a point x E X into the system of all closed subsets 
of X containing x. The space ~(X) is called the superextension f X. 
The topology of )~(X) can be described simpler than that of a subspace of 
exp(exp(X)). An open base of this topology consists of the sets of the form 
)~(Ui . . . . .  Uk) = {L E )~(X): for any i = l . . . . .  k 
there is an l, E L such that li C Ui }, 
where U, are open in X. 
For a mapping f : X -~ Y the mapping A(f) : A(X) -4 )~(Y) is defined as follows. If 
f (X )  = Y, then 
~(S)(L) = {/(t):  t ~ L}. 
Otherwise, the system which has just been described, is a maximal linked system in a 
closed subset f (X )  of Y. But if Z is closed in Y and L E )~(Z), then 
Lr  = {A E exp(Y): there is an l E L such that ! C A} 
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is a unique maximal inked system in Y which contains L. So, the correspondence 
L --4 Ly gives us an embedding Z = f (X)  into Y, and this completes the definition of 
A(f). 
This definition of A(y) shows us that though A(X) is a subspace of exp(exp(X)) for 
every X, but A is not a subfunctor of exp ~- = exp o exp. 
A covariant functor b r is said to be monomorphic if for every embedding i :Y --> X 
the mapping .~'(i):.,~-(Y) -+ ~'(X) is an embedding, too. For a monomorphic functor 
3 r and a closed subset Y C X the space 3r(Y) is naturally identified with the subspace 
.~'(/)(~-(Y)) of the space ~(X) ,  where i : Y --+ X is the identity embedding. 
They say that a monomorphic functor ~- preseta,es intersections if for every compact 
space X and every family {Y~: t~ C A} of its closed subsets the following equality 
holds 
~'(N{Y,~: ~ E A}) = N {~'(Y~): c~ E A}. (I. I) 
Let us note that the property of preserving intersections can be defined for an arbitrary 
covariant functor ~'. For this one has to replace the spaces of type .~'(Y) from the 
equality ( i . l )  by sets J : ( i y ) (~(Y) ) .  where i y :Y  -+ X is the identity embedding. 
Let ~" be a monomorphic functor and a C ~'(X). A support of o is the following set: 
supp(a) = N {Y C X: a e ~(V)}.  
If [supp(a)[ = n, we say that a has degree n, (written deg(a) = n). If ~" preserves 
intersections, then evidently 
a 6 3r(supp(a)). (!.2) 
Proposition 1.1 (see [12, Proposition 3.11]). If a fimctor .T is monomorphic and pre- 
serves b~tersections, then the multivalued mapping 
suppj=,x : 3r(X) --+ X (I.3) 
is lower semieontinuous. 
If the mapping (1.3), considered as a single-valued mapping into the hyperspace 
exp(X), is continuous, then .~" is called a functor with continuous upports. It is easy to 
see that the functors exp, P and A are monomorphic and preserve intersections. On the 
other hand, exp is a functor with continuous supports, but P and A are not. 
For a non-negative integer n we let 
~' , (X)  = {a ~ ~'(X): I supp(a)] ,< n}. 
Proposition 1.2. I f  a functor J r is monomorphic and preserves intersections, then .~n (X ) 
is closed in Jr(X). 
Proof. Let a c ~'(X) \ ~'n(X). There are distinct points :rl,:c2 . . . . .  :rn+l E supp(a). 
We take disjoint neighborhoods U, of the points x,. Set 
O, = {b E .~'(X): supp(b) n Ui # 0} 
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and 
o=f ' )~o, : i= l  . . . . .  .+ l~.  
The sets Oi are open by Proposition 1.1. Hence, O is an open neighborhood of a which 
does not meet .Trn(x). ra 
A covariant functor ~" is called continuous if it commutes with the operation of inverse 
limit. The functors exp, P and A are continuous. 
By a positive integer n we shall denote also the discrete space consisting of n distinct 
points: 0, 1 . . . . .  n - I. In the same manner as in [1], we define a mapping 
7r, = 7r~x,~ : X '~ x Jr(n) ~ .~'(X) 
by the equality 7r,~((, a) = br(~)(a) (in doing so we identify X"  with the set C'(n, X)  
of all mappings from n into X). For a continuous functor ~" the mappings 7r~- .n are 
continuous (see [1]). From the definition of lr~xn we have ImTr~-xn C .T'n(X). 
Proposition 1.3. Let ,~ be a monomorphic functor preserving intersections. Then 
Imrr~rXn = 2~n(X). 
Proof .  Let a C .~',(X) and Y = supp(a). Since .~" preseiwes intersections, we have 
a C .T'(Y) = ~'(iv.)(.~'(Y)), where iv - :Y  ---> X is the identity embedding. Take 
some epimorphism ~:n  -+ Y. The mapping br(~) being a left divisor of the map- 
ping 5r(idv-) = ida-o, ) is an epimorphism too. Hence, there is a b E ~'(n) such that 
~'0p)(b) = a. Set ~ = iv o ~ E C(n, X )  = X n. Then 
7rn(~, b) = ~'(~)(b) = .F(iy)(Jr(~)(b)) = .~r(iy)(a) = a. t3 
For n /> 2 set .~'n,n(X) = .Fn(X) \ .~'n-l(X), H~'(X)  = r~-J(.Fn,,,(X)) and 
rrn,n = 7rnl//ff(X). A continuous, monomorphic functor .7 r is said to be seminormal 
if it preserves intersections. A mapping f : X --+ Y is called a k-to- ! mapph~g if the 
inverse image f - i (y )  of an arbitrary point consists of no more than k points. 
Proposition 1.4. Let fir be a seminormal fimctor. Then 7rn,,~ is an open n!-to-I mapping 
for every X.  
This statement follows from [I, Lemma 1], where it was noted that the symmetric 
group Sn acts freely on Hn~(X), and the orbits of this action coincide with the fibers of 
7f n,n . 
We shall say that ~" is a functor of degree >>. n (deg~ r i> n), if for some X,  ~' (X)  
contains an element of degree /> n. We shall say that ~" is a functor of degree n, if 
deg ~ /> n, but deg.F /> n + 1 is not true. The identity functor Id is a functor of 
degree i. The constant functor Constv. is a functor of degree O. This functor maps the 
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category Comp into the category {1I, idy}, where Y is a fixed space. If.F- is not a functoJ" 
of degree n for some n E w, then they say that .F" is a functor t~" #Tfinite degree. 
Proposition 1.5. If .~ is a monomorphic functor preservhrg intersections, then for evelv 
positive #rteger n the operation X --~ .F"n (X) can be uniquely extended tothe subfunctor 
3:, of ~=. 
Proof. Let f : X --~ Y be a mapping. Since .~'n(X) is a subset of .~'(X), the mapping 
.~'~(f) must be the restriction of f ( f )  to .~'n(X). if we like for .~",~ to be a subfunctor 
of f .  This gives us the uniqueness of the functor .)r-. To prove the existence, we have 
to show that 3r(f)(.T',(X)) C br,,(Y). Let a E .~'n(X) and b = Jr(f)(a). We need 
check that I supp(b)[ ~< n. Let A be the support of a and f '  = f lA  : A --+ f(A).  Then 
.~(f)(a) = if(A)(.T(f')(a)), where if(A) is the identity embedding f (A)  --~ Y. Hence, 
b = Jr(f)(a) C jr(iy(A))(Jr(f(A))) and supp(b) C f(A).  But If(A)l ~< IAI ~< n. [] 
Remark 1.6. By the definition, deg.T'n ~< n. Evidently, deg exp,~ = deg P ,  = n. Mean- 
while deg A_, = !. 
A functor is called epimo~phie if it preserves epimorphisms. The functors exp, P 
and A are epimorphic. The functor of conthma e.wonential exp c, where expC(X) is 
the subspace of exp(X) consisting of all subcontinua of X, is an example of a non- 
epimorphic functor. Finally we recall that a functor b r is called normal (see [I !]) if it 
is seminormal, epimorphic and preserves: (I) empty set, (2) one-point set, (3) weight, 
(4) preimages. The last one means the following: if f : X -~ Y is a mapping and A is a 
closed subset of Y, then 
~(f - I (A ) )  = (.T'(f))- '  (br(A)). (1.4) 
Here we assume that .T" is monomorphic and, for closed B in Z, identify .T'(B) with 
the corresponding subset of ,~'(Z). The condition of preserving preimages for a functor 
.T" preserving intersections is equivalent to the condition that supports are preserved by 
mappings, that is, to the condition that for any mapping f :X  ~ Y and any point 
a C ~-(X) 
f (supp(a))  = supp (Jr(f)(a)).  (I.5) 
The next statement is well known. One can find its proof in 151. 
Proposition 1.7. The fimctors exp and P are normal. As for A, it satisfies all conditions 
of normality with tire exception of preserving preimages. 
For a functor .~" and a compact space X we set .~'~(X) = I.J{.T,,(X): n ~ ~v} C 
.~'(X). Recall an auxiliary but very important for us statement. 
Proposition 1.8 (see [12, Proposition 3.51). If ~r is a seminormal epflnoq~hie functor, 
then J:~ (X) is eveiywhere dense in Jr(X)for any compact space X. 
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Proposition 1.9. If a seminonnal epimorphic fimctor jr preserves preimages and has an 
infinite degree, then deg jrn = n for any positive integer n. 
Proof. Since deg~" = co, for a given n there is a compact space X such that j r (X)  
contains a point of degree ~> n. Moreover, we can find a point a E j r (X)  of fi- 
~aite degree m /> n. Indeed, otherwise j r , (X )  = jrn-I(X), and j r (X)  = j rn - i (X )  
by Propositions 1.2 and 1.9. If deg(a) = n, all is done. if deg(a) = m > n and 
supp(a) = {xl . . . . .  :r,,}, we denote by f :X  --+ Y the quotient mapping with respect 
to the decomposition which has the only nontrivial element {x,~, x,~+l . . . . .  .rm}. Then 
degjr ( f ) (a)  = n, because of (I.5). [] 
Proposition 1.10 (see [12, Proposition 3.13]). If a semhlonnal, epimmlJhic fimctor ,~ 
with contimmus supports has an infinite degree, then the mapping 
supp : Jr(X) -+ exp(X) 
is surjective,fi~r eve~. compact space X. 
Proposition I . l l .  If Jr is a monomorphic f mctor of degree n which preserves intersec- 
tions, then Jr(n) \ J r , - i (n )  ~ 0. 
Proof. By the definition of functor degree, there is a compact space X such that 
I supp(a)l = n for certain a E j r (X).  Then a E jr(supp(a)) according to (1.2). Be- 
sides, it is clear that a ~ j r , _  i(supp(a)). So, taking a homeomorphism h : supp(a) --> n, 
we get jr(h)(a) E jr(n) \ jrn-l(n). [] 
The next statement immediately follows from definitions. 
Proposition 1.12. Eve~. subfunctor of a monomorphic functor is monomorphic. 
For the Tychonoff cube F" and A c ~- by PA : I ~ --+ 1.4 we denote the natural 
projection. 
Proposition 1.13 (see [12, Proposition 3.6]). Let Jr be a monomorphic, epimorphic 
functor preserving intersections. Then jr is continuous iff for any Tychonoff cube I ~ 
the Jamily of mappings {jr(PA): IAI < ~} distinguishes points of Jr(F). 
Proposition 1.14. Let Jr be a seminonnal epimorphic functor and ~ be an epimorphic 
subfunctor of .~ preserving intersections. Then ~ is seminormal. 
Proof. g is monomorphic by Proposition 1.12. To check the continuity of ~ we apply 
Proposition 1.13. Let a, b E P-, a ~ b. Since ~" is continuous, there is a finite subset 
A c -r such that Jr(pA)(a) ~ Jr(pA)(b). But ~(PA) = Jr(PA)I~(I~). Hence ~(pA)(a) 
~(pa)(b), and applying Proposition 1.13 we finish the proof. [] 
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Here we need an additional information about the functor P. We defined above the 
support supp(a) of an arbitrary element a E .T'(X) for a monomorphic functor 3: in 
a categorical way. But a may belong to different spaces of type 3:(X). For example, 
if .F" is a subfunctor of a functor •, then a E 3:(X) C ~(X).  So, this set supp(a) 
should be denoted by supp~-(a) and even by supp~-x(a ) (but we do not need the last 
notation). It is necessary when we consider several functors imultaneously, since a priori 
it is not clear that supports with respect o different functors are the same. However, 
for functors of probability measures we can give a unified definition of a support. Let 
# E 3:(X) C P(X) .  We define the set supp(#) as follows: 
supp(#) = N {A C X: if cp(A) = 0, then #(¢p) = 0}. 
Proposition 1.15. Let 3: be a seminormal cpimorphic subfimctor of P. Then for an 
arbitrary # E 3:(X) 
supp~-(#) = supp(#). 
Proof. Let suppj:(#) = B and in : B --+ X be the identity embedding. Then there is 
a v E 3:(B) such that 3:(iB)(U) = #. Let ~ E C(X)  and ~IA = 0. Thee./z(,;, = 
3:( in)(v)(~) = v(~ o in)  = u(~IB) = v(0) = 0. Hence, B is one of A's from the 
definition of supp(#). So we have proved that supp.r(p ) D supp(#). 
To prove the inverse inclusion we have to show that # E 3:(iA)(3:(A)) for any A from 
the definition of supp(p). For this, we define a measure #A E P(A). For ~ E C(A) we 
put #a(tp) = #(~p'), where ~' is the extension of ~ onto X. First of all, this definition 
is correct, i.e., it does not depend on an extension ~' of ~. Indeed, if ~" is another 
extension of ~, then #(~')  - #(~")  = #(~v' - cp") = 0, since (cp' - ~") IA = 0. Further, 
it is clear that #A E M+(A) and #A(IA) = I. Hence, IrA E P(A). For ~ E C(X)  we 
have P(iA)(ItA)(W) = #a(qOo iA) = ttA(~IA) = #(~). SO, ~ = P(iA)(lta). It remains 
to show that/ZA E 3:(A). For that we consider three cases. 
Case 1. A is finite and X is zero-dimensional. There is a retraction r : X ~ A. 
Let ~ E C(A). Then 3:(r)(p.)(~) = P(r)(p)(tp) = #(¢p o r) = p(~')  = #A(Cp). 
Consequently. #A = 3:(r)(#) E 3:(A). 
Case 2. X is zero-dimensional. The pair (X, A) can be represented as a limit of 
an inverse system S = {(X, ,A~),  7r~} such that A,, is finite, 7rsl(A,~) = A and 
,'r,~l(X \ A) is a homeomorphism for any c~. Then #,  = 3:(rr,)(#) E 3:(X,) .  Thus, 
(#,~).a,, E 3:(A,) according to Case i. Because of continuity of 3:, it remains to show 
that 3:(Tr,~]A)(#A) = (/to)A.. Let ~v. E C(A.) .  Then (IZc~)A,, (~o) = p ,~(~)  : ~t(~O 
7r.). On the other hand, 3:(Tr,~lA)(ltZ)(~. ) = #a(~.  o (Tr,~lA)) = #( (~.  o (Tr.lA))') 
But since 7r,~[(X \ A) is a homeomorphism, the function (~.  o (Tr.lA))' has type of 
~p" o fro, which finishes the proof in Case 2. 
Case 3. X is an arbitrary compact space. There are a zero-dimensional compact space 
Y and an epimorphism f :Y  ~ X. Set B = f - I (A) .  Since 3: is epimorphic, there is 
a u E 3:(Y) such that 3:(f)(r,) = P(f) (v)  = #. According to Case 2, vn E 3:(B). 
It suffices to show that P(f lB)(t 'n) = tta. Let ~ E C(A). Then P(flB)(t,n)(c,v) = 
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vB(qo o ( f iB ) )  = v((qo o ( f iB ) ) ' )  = (in view of correctness of the definition of uB) = 
V(~ t 0 f )  : P(f)(v)(q~ I) : ~(~t) : IIA(~)" [] 
Proposition 1.16. Let .~ be an epimorphic subfimctor of 19 preserving intersections. 
Then .T preserves preimages. 
Proof. By Proposition 1.14, .~" is seminormal. Hence, suppy = suppp according to 
Proposition 1.15. By Proposition 1.7, t9 preserves preimages, or equivalently supports. 
Thus, for an arbitrary mapping f : X ~ Y and for any measure # E ~' (X)  we have 
f(supp.r(/~)) = f (suppp(#))  = (since P preserves supports) 
= suppp (P(f)( iz))  = suppp (.T'(f)(~u)) = sappy (.T'(f)(/~)). 
So, the condition (i.5) holds for the functor ,T'. [] 
Let F :X  -+ Y be a multivalued mapping between compact spaces with compact 
fibres. Recall that F is said to P.e upper semicontinuous if for every open set U C Y the set 
F~-'(U) - {x e X:  F (x)  C U} 
is open. The simplest example of a multivalued upper semicontinuons mapping is a 
mapping f -  i inverse to a single-valued continuous mapping f : Y ~ X.  Let ZF be the 
graph of F, i.e., 
ZF={(x ,y )•XxY:  y•F(x )} ,  
and f~, = px IZ f ,  gF = PYIZF, where px:X  x Y --+ X and py:X  x Y -+ Y are 
the projections. Then evidently F(x)  = g f ( fF l (X ) )  for any x • X.  It can be written 
F = gF o fF  I . Clearly, if F is upper semicontinuous, then ZF is closed in X x Y and, 
hence, compact. The equality 
F=gFO fF  i 
will he called a canonical representation of an upper semicontinuous multivalued map- 
ping F. A canonical representation is unique up to homeomorphism and can be charac- 
terized in the following way. 
Proposition 1.17. The representation F = g o f -  I is canonical for a multivalued upper 
semicontinuous mappbzg F :X  --+ Y iff for any z • X the mapping g l f - I (x )  is a 
homeomorphism. 
A multivalued mapping F : X --+ Y has many representations ot (ype F = g o f -  ~. 
Indeed, if F = gF o fF  l is the canonical representation with domain ZF and h : T --+ ZF 
is some epimorphism, then g o f - i ,  where f = f~, o h and y = yF o h, is a representation 
of F with domain T. 
Proposition 1.18. I f  F = g o f - i  is an arbitrary, representation of a multivalued upper 
semicontinuous mapping F : X --+ Y with domain T, then there is a qaotient mapping 
h : T --> ZF such that f = fF  o h and g = gF o h. 
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Proof. For an arbitrary point t E T we set d(t) = f - I f ( t )  N g-lg(t).  Then D = 
{d(t): t E T} is a decomposition of T. Clearly, the quotient space Z =- T /D  is 
Hausdorff. Let h:T  --+ Z be the quotient mapping. Then there are continuous map- 
pings f ' :Z  ~ X and g ' :Z  --+ Y such that f = f 'oh  and g = g 'oh .  Let 
zl,z2 E ( f , ) - i ( z )  be distinct points. They correspond to distinct elements d(tl) and 
d(t2) of D. Then g(tl) ~ g(t2). In fact, if g(t~) = g(t2) = y, then tl and t2 be- 
long to the set f - I (x )  fq g-t (y)  which is an element of D. So, g(tl) ~ g(t2). Hence, 
g'(zl) ~ g'(z2). Thus, g ' [ ( f ' ) - i  (z) is a homeomorphism. Therefore, by Proposition i. 17, 
the representation F = g' o ( f , ) - t  is canonical up to homeomorphism. [] 
Proposition 1.18 yields: 
Proposition 1.19. Let F = 9o f - i be an arbitrary representation fa nmltivalued upper 
semicontinuous mapping. Then ~(F)  = ff:(9) o j r ( f ) - I f , ) r  ,,ly Jimctor Jr. 
Remark 1.20. It should be noted treat he representation .T'(F) = .F(g) o .T'(f)- i gen- 
erally is not canoni,'al even it F = g o f - i  is canonical. As an example we can take 
.T ' :exp ,  X - -Y=2,  . F ( i )=2for i<2.  
2. Some facts about the cellularity 
A family u = {U~: tx C A} is called a celhdarfamily in X if each t,~ is a nonempty 
open subset of X and U,~ N U~ = 0 for distinct c~ and/3. The cardinal number 
c(X) = sup {[,u]: u is a cellular family in X} 
is called the celhdari~, or the Suslin number of X. We say that X satisfies the Suslin 
condition if c(X) is countable. From the definition it follows easily that: 
Proposition 2.1. l f  f : X -+ Y is a mapping onto Y, then c(Y) <~ c(X). 
Corollary 2.2. c(X) <~ c(X x Y) for an arbitrary X and a nonempty Y. 
Proposition 2.3. I fX  : U{Y~: i E w}, then c(X) < sup{c(]'~): i ~< ~v}. 
Corollary 2.4. If X = Y u Z, then e(X) ~< max{e(Y),c(Z)}. 
Proposition 2.5. If U is open in X, then c( U ) <~ e( X ). 
Proposition 2.6. I f  Y is everywhere dense in X, then c(Y) = e(X). 
Proposition 2.3 implies the next statement. 
Proposition 2.7. l f  Y is countable, then c(X) = e(X × Y) fo r  ever)., X. 
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Propositions 2.6 and 2.7 imply the next statement. 
Proposition 2.8. I f  Y is separable, then c(X) = c(X × Y)  for every X.  
Corollary 2.9. If Y has a countable base, th,on c(X)  = c(X x Y )  for every X.  
Proposition 2.10. If f : X -4 Y is an open k-to- 1 mapping onto Y, where k E aJ, then 
c(X) = c(Y). 
The proof is rather simple. One can find it in [3]. Recall that a mapping f : X ~ Y 
onto Y is said to be irreducible if F' = X for any closed F C X such that f (F )  = Y.  
This is equivalent to the following condition: for every nonempty open set U C X, 
f#(U) =- Y \ f (X  \ F) ¢ O. 
If f : X ~ Y is an irreducible mapping between compact spaces and u = {U,~: a E A} 
is a cellular family in X, then clearly the family f#(u) = {f#(U,~): a E A} is cellular 
in Y. Thus Proposition 2.1 yields 
Proposition 2.11. I f  f : X -4 Y is an irreducible mapping between compact spaces, 
then c(X) = c(Y). 
Let X [nl be the subset of the product X n consisting of all points having n different 
coordinates. 
Proposition 2.12 (see [4, Proposition 1.9]). For every infinite X and positive integer n
we have c(X n) = c(X[n]). 
Recall that wl is a calibre of X if for every uncountable family {U,~: a E A} of 
nonempty open subsets of X there exists an uncountable Ao c A such that {U,~: a E .40} 
has nonempty intersection. Clearly, every separable space has calibre wl. The next simple 
statement is well known. 
Proposition 2.13. If c(X) = ~ao and tvl is a calibre of Y, then c(X × Y )  = a:o. 
The next theorem is one of the most important statements about he Suslin condition. 
Theorem 2.14 (see [15, Theorem 3.4]). MA,o, is equivalent to the statement that a~l is 
a calibre of eveR" compact space satisf)'blg the Suslin condition. 
We shall also need the following fact. 
Proposition 2.15 (see [6, p. 107, Lemma]). Let {X~: ct E A} be a family of topological 
spaces, l f  c(I-I{Xa: t~ E B}) ~< r for each finite B C A, then c(1-I{Xa: ~ E A}) ~< T. 
The following well-known inequality of Dj. Kurepa will also be needed. 
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Theorem 2.16 (see [8, Theorem 5.6 (II)1). c(X  x Y)  <~ c(X)  ~(Y) for  every pair of 
spaces X and Y with c(X)  >1 2. 
3. Some examples 
Example 3.1. For each finite n ~> ! there is a compact space Tn such that 
c(T,,) = c(T,~) < c(T~*+'). 
This ZFC-example was constructed in [13] (see Theorem i and Corollary I) where it is 
not explicitly mentioned that c(T,,) = c(T~), but this is immediate from the construction. 
Below we give yet another example of a space with peculiar cellular properties, but now 
using an additional axiom of set theory. That some such axiom is necessary follows 
from Theorem 2.16 which shows that under CH there are no spaces Xo and Xi as in 
Example 3.2 below. 
Example 3.2. There are compact spaces X0 and XI such that: 
(a) c(Xo) = wl; 
(b) wl is a calibre for Xl and so c(Xt × Y) = w0 for any Y such that c(Y) = wo; 
(c) c(Xo × Xl )  > max{c(Xo) ,c(Xt)}.  
Construction. Suppose the algebra "P(w)/fin contains an (022.02_*)-gap. i.e., a sequence 
a,~, b, (a < 022) such that 
(1) a,~ C* a/~ and b,~ C* b~ for a < fl, 
(2) a,~ O b,~ = 0 for all a. and 
(3) there is no c C 02 such that a,~ C* c and c nb ,  =* 0 for all a < 022. 
Of course, a model where such a gap exists is qu;te standard and easily constructed. One 
simply has to force with the poset of finite approximations to a, ,  b,, (a < 02_,). As in 
[14, Section 8]. to any such gap we can associate a partition [022] 2 = I foUKi  as follows: 
For i < 2, let 
X, = {a  C w2: [A] -~ C K,} .  
Clearly, Xo and Xi are two (super-) compact subspaces of {0, I} '~-' when we identify 
sets with their characteristic functions. 
Lemma 1. c(Xo) = 02,. 
Proof. Basic-open sets of Xo can be presented by pairs of finite sets 
[F ,G]={AEXo:  FcA,  ANG=0},  
so via a standard A-system argument the proof reduces to the following statement which 
appears as a Claim in the proof of Theorem 8.8 in 114, Section 8]: lor a given thmily Fa 
(~ < 02_,) of elements of X0 fq [022] <'~ there exist ~ # ~1 < 022 such that F~ U F ,  E Xo. n 
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Lemma 2. Eve~ continuous image of X i  of  weight wt is separable, and therefore wl 
is a calibre of the space Xi .  
Proof. It is clear that this reduces to the following fact about he set Kl  C [w212: 
. ~ A Claim. For even, 6 < wz there is a countable decomposition 5 = Un=0 n such that 
[An] 2 C K|  for all n. 
Proof. Fixing such 5, to every c~ < 5 we associate a triple (no,so, to)  E ~ x [w] <~' x 
[w]<'~ such that 
(4) ao N no = So and bo f'l n~ = to, 
(5) ao \noCa6andbo\nocb6.  
For (n ,s , t )  C w x [w] <~ × [w] <~' let A( .... t) = {c~ < 5: (no,so , to)  = (n,s , t )}.  Then 
[A( .... 0] 2 C K|  for all (n ,s , t )  E w x [w] <" x [w] <'°. [] 
Remark 1. It follows that Xi has countable cellularity, and, in fact, that c(X| x Y )  = wo 
for every space Y such that c(Y)  = wo. Note that the Claim from the proof of Lemma 2 
shows that X| is a limit of the inverse system. {X|,6 7r.r6. '7 < 5 < w2}, where 
X f={Ac6:  [A] 2CK,}  
6 : X~ --+ Xg are the natural projections. for 5 < w2 are separable spaces and where rr~ 
On the other hand, the space X| itself is very far from being separable as the following 
fact reveals. 
Lemma 3. c(Xo × XI )  > max{c(Xo),c(Xt)}.  
Proof. For i < 2 and a < w2, let U~' = {A E X,: a E A}. Then U~' x U~' (a < w2) is 
a disjoint family of clopen rectangles of X0 x Xl.  [] 
Remark 2. The abave construction is quite flexible indeed. In place of w_, we could 
put any regular uncountable cardinal 0. The existence of a (0, 0*)-gap in 7~(w)/fin is 
consistent even with the additional assumption that Martin's axiom holds and 0 is equal 
to the continuum which can take values such as ~vl, w2, w3, etc. We refer the reader to 
Sections 7 and 8 of [14] which contain much more that can be said here. 
4. Functors with finite supports 
Propositions 1.3 and 2.1 imply the next statement. 
Proposition 4.1. l f  ~ is a seminormal functor, then 
~(~.(x)) ~ c(X- × ~(~)) 
for every compact space X and positive integer n. 
(4.1) 
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This statement aturally leads to the following question. 
Question 4.2. When is it possible to strengthen the inequality (4.1) to the inequality 
e (~ ' , (X ) )  <~ e(X" ) ,  e(Sr(n))? (4.2) 
The next simple example shows that sometimes this is impossible. 
Example 4.3. There exists a functor ,~" of degree 1 satisfying all normality conditions 
with the exception of the preservation f one-point set and weight such that the inequal- 
ity (4.2) generally does not hold. 
As such a functor we take the functor ProdT~ of multiplying by Ti, where TI is a 
compact space from Example 3.1. This space has the property e(TI) < e(Ti × TI). 
Hence, for X = Ti we have 
c(Sr(X)) -- e(T, x 2"1) > c(T,) = e(T,) . e(T,) = c(X)  . e(.~'(I)). 
Definition 4.4. A functor .T" is said to be eelhdarly n-multiplicative on X if the following 
equality holds: 
c(X  n x J=(n)) = e(Xn)  • e(.T(n)). (4.3) 
A functor, which is cellularly n-multiplicative onevery compact space X for any positive 
integer n, is called celhdarly multiplicative. 
Remark 4.5. Cellularly muitiplicative functors can be very big. For example, the functor 
Prody is cellularly multiplicative for any compact space Y such that the set of isolated 
points is everywhere dense in Y. But these functors do not preserve one-point set. At 
the same time, the next example shows that there are functors preserving one-point set 
which are not cellularly multiplicative. 
Example 4.6. There exists a funetor ~" of degree 2 satisfying all normality conditions 
with the exception of preserving weight, which is not cellularly multiplicative. 
Construction. This functor ,~" is a functor of type P(2,B). Let B be a certain fixed 
compact space. For an arbitrary compact space X the space P(,_,B)(X) is the quotient 
space of the product X 2 x tr I x B, where tr I C 12 is a l-simplex barycentrically embedded 
into the square, to the following equivalence r lation: 
(Xl,X2, ml ,m2,  b) "~ (x2,x l ,m2,  ml,b) ,  
(x ,x ,m, ,m2,  b) ..~ (x ,x ,m] ,m~,g) ,  
(xl ,x2, 1,0, b) ..~ (xl ,x2, 1,0, b'). 
It is easy to see that this equivalence r lation is upper semicontinuous. Thus, the quo- 
tient space P(2,t~)(X) is Hausdorff. Points of P(2,~)(X) can be called measures on 
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X parametrized by points of B. Every such measure ither is a usual Dirac measure 
~(x), or is obtained by placing non-zero masses mt and m2 at the points xl and 
z2, and parametrizing by a point b E B. Clearly, the construction P(2,B) is functo- 
rial: if f :X  --+ Y is a continuous mapping, then the mapping P(2,n)(f) transfers the 
equivalence class of a point (xt,x2, mr, m2, b) into the equivalence class of the point 
( f (x l ) ,  f(x2), ml ,  m2, b). For the two-point set 2 the compact space P(2,B)(2) is home- 
omorphic to the suspension L?(B) over B. 
For Example 4.6 we put ~" = P(2,T2), where T2 is a compact space from Example 3.1 
with the property: 
c(T2) = c(T2 x T2) < c(T2 x T2 x T2). 
So, for X = T2, we have c(X 2 x .T'(2)) = c(Tg x X'(T2)) = (by Proposition 2.6) = 
c(T~ × (0, l)) = (according to Corollary 2.9) = c(T~3) > ~(Tf) = c(T2) • c(T2) = 
c(X2) • c(Z(T2)) = c(X2) • c(~'(2)). [] 
Definition 4.7. A functor .T" is called weakly cellularly n-multiplicative on X if (4.2) 
holds. A functor, which is weakly cellularly n-multiplicativ¢ on any compact space X 
for any positive integer n, is called weakly celhdarly multiplicative. 
Remark 4.8. Proposition 4.1 implies that every seminormal cellularly muitiplicative 
functor is weakly cellularly multiplicative. 
Question 4.9. Is there a weakly celhdarly multiplicative functor, which is not cellularly 
multiplicative ? 
Now we pay attention to another question naturally arising in connection with Propo- 
sition 4. I. This is the question on transforming the inequality (4. l) into the equality. First 
of all, it is necessary to require for ,T" m be a functor of degree n. In fact, as it was noted 
before, A2 = Ai = Id. Consequently, c(A2(TI)) = c(Ti) < c(T~) = c(T 2 x A(2)). 
Definition 4.10. Let ~" be a functor of degree n. We say that .T" is cellularly n-correct 
on X if 
c(.~'(X)) = e(X  n x ,~"(n)). (4.4) 
A functor, which is cellularly n-correct on all compact spaces, is called cellularly n- 
correct. 
Corollary 2.2 implies the following statement. 
Proposition 4.11. Every celhdarly n-correct weakly cellularly n-multiplicative functor 
is cellularly n-multiplicative. 
The following example shows that not every functor is cellularly correct. 
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Example 4.12. There is a functor b r of degree 2 satisfying all normality conditions with 
the exception of preserving one-point set and weight, which is neither cellularly 2-correct, 
nor cellularly 2-muitiplicative. 
This functor .T" is a subfunctor of the superposition ProdT, o exp2. We fix a point to in 
T2 and put 
.T'(X) = (exP2(X) x {to}) U (exp, (X) x 7'_,). 
For a continuous mapping f :X  --~ Y the mapping br(f) is defined as the restriction 
of ProdT,(exp2(f)) to .T'(X). It is easy to check all the normality properties of 3 r. For 
X = T2 and n = 2 we have c(X'- × .T'(2)) = c(T~_ x (3 U 2 x T,)) = c(T~_ ~) > c(T~_) = 
c(T~), c(,~'(2)) = c(X2) • c(.T'(2)). Thus, the functor b r is not 2-multiplicative. 
Fuaher, c(yr(X)) = c(exp2(T2 ) U (T2 × T_,)) ~< (by Corollary 2.4) <~ c(exp2(T,)) • 
c(T2 × T2) = (according to Proposition 2.1) = c(T_, x T2) < c (~ ~) = c(X 2 x .7"(2)). 
Hence, .7" is not cellularly 2-correct. 
Remark 4.13. The calculations presented above show that the functor .7" from Exam- 
ple 4.12 answers partially Question 4.9: this functor is weakly cellularly 2-multiplicative 
on T,, but is not cellularly 2-multiplicative on this space. In the general case the question 
about relationships between cellular correctness and (weak) cellular multiplicativeness re- 
mains open. The situation becomes impler if we consider "small" functors. 
Definition 4.14. We say that a functor .Y" 
(a) satisfies the Suslin condition, 
(b) presela,es the Suslhl condition, 
(c) preserves the celhdariO', 
(d) is separable, 
if for every positive integer n 
(a) c(.7:(n) = wo, 
(b) c(X x ,~(n)) = wo for every X satisfying the Suslin condition, 
(c) c(X × .~(n)) = c(X) for every X, 
(d) ~(n)  is separable. 
In this definition "every X" means "every compact space X",  or equivalently "every 
Tychonoff space X". 
Clearly, the conditions (a), (b), (c), (d) grow in strength: each following condition 
implies the preceding one (in the last case we apply Proposition 2.8). Now let us try to 
distinguish the corresponding classes of functors. The next two statements show that the 
question about the coincidence of the first two classes is unsolvable in ZFC. 
Proposition 4.15. ff we assume the existence of the Suslh~ contbuuon S, we get a fimctor 
Prods which satisfies the Suslin condition but does not preserve it. 
Recall that Kurepa proved 171 that c(S x S) = wl. Thus, for X = S and n = 1 we 
have c(X x Prods(n)) = c(S × S) > wo. 
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Proposition 4.16 (MA~,). Eve~ fimctor.T satisfying the Suslin condition preserves the 
Suslin condition. 
Proposition 4.16 follows from Proposition 2.13 and Theorem 2.14. 
Proposition 4.17. The functor Prodx,, where Xl is from Example 3.2, preserves the 
Suslin condition but does not preserve cellulari~. 
Proof. Let X satisfy the Suslin condition. Then e(X x Prodx,(n)) = e(X x Xl x n) = 
c(X x Xl) = w0 on the account of property (b) of Example 3.2. So, Prodx, preserves 
the Suslin condition. But for X = Xo, where Xo is also from Example 3.2, we have 
c(X x Prodx,(l)) = c(Xo x Xt) > cvl = c(Xo) = c(X). ra 
So, Proposition 4.17 distinguishes the classes (b) and (c). But this is a consistency 
result. 
Question 4.18. Is there a ZFC-fimctor distinguishing the classes (b) and (c)? 
Proposition 4.19. The funcwr Prod D,+ of multiplying by the Cantor cube of weight ¢+ 
preserves the celhdarity but is not separable. 
Proof. The preservation of cellularity for this functor follows from Propositions 2.8 
and 2.15. On the other hand the space D ¢÷ = PrOdD,+ (I) is not separable. [] 
Remark 4.20. The functors from Propositions 4.15, 4.17 and 4.19 do not preserve one- 
point set. But we can replace them with the functors of type P(2,B) (see Example 4.6), 
where B = S, XI, D c+ respectively. So, there are functors distinguishing classes (a) and 
(b), (b) and (c), (c) and (d), which satisfy all normality conditions with the exception of 
preserving weight. 
It follows immediately from the definitions that every functor preserving cellularity 
is cellularly mulfiplicative. The next statement shows that if moreover the functor is 
seminormal then it is cellularly correct. 
Theorem 4.21. Let ,T be a semhzonnal functor of degree n which preserves cellalari~.. 
Then 
~(::(x)) : ~(x ~) 
fi~r any compact space X. 
Proof. Clearly, ~'(X) = ~',(X), because deg#" ~< n. Hence, Proposition 4.1 and the 
preservation of cellularity imply the inequality c(£:(X)) <~ c(X"). To prove the inverse 
inequality it suffices to show that 
c(~F(X) \ .Tn_,(X))  = e(X").  
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Recall that ffrn-i(X) is closed in .T'(X) by Proposition 1.2. Thus, for finite X the 
equality (4.5) follows from Proposition 2.5 and the Suslin condition for the fimc- 
tor .T. 
Now let X be infinite. It is clear that 
.~ '  (~-(x) \ ~-~_, (x)) = .~ c-I × (~(n) \ 3 ._ ,  (n)) 
(for the definition of the mapping rrn = 7ryxn see Section I). In view of Proposition 1.4 
~r,~,n-----~nl XE'~J × (.T(n)\ ~',,_,(n)) 
is an open n!-to-I mapping. Consequently, 
e(.T(X) \ .Tn_,(X))  = e(X 1"] × (.T(n) \ 3rn_,(n))) (4.6) 
by Proposition 2.10. But .T(n) \.Tn_ i (n) is not empty on the account of Proposition !. l I. 
Therefore, from Corollary 2.2 we get 
c(X In]) ~< c(X In] × (Y(n) \Yn- , (n) ) ) .  (4.7) 
On the other hand, since .Tn-i (n) is closed, Proposition 2.5 yields 
c(X ['l × (.T(n)\.Tn-,(n))) <~ c(X M × .T'(n)). (4.8) 
But c(X In] × .T(n)) = c(X [n]) because .T preserves cellularity. Hence, the condi- 
tions (4.6), (4.7) and (4.8) yield 
c(.T(X) \ .T'n_, (X)) = c(X ['q)~ (4.9) 
Finally, c(X [~1) = c(X n) by Proposition 2.12. So, the equality (4.5) and Theorem 4.21 
are proved. [] 
Corollary 4.22. The equali~ c(.T( X ) ) = c( X n) I, oMs for every seminonnal jimctor Jr 
of degree n presela,ing weight, in particular for the folh, wing fimctors: ( i ) exp.. (2) A.. 
n/> 3, (3) Pn, (4) every epimorphic fimctor .T C P,, of degree n preserving intersections. 
Proof. Every functor preserving weight is separable, and hence it preserves cellularity. 
This gives us the general assertion. As for particular cases, we apply Proposition i.7. 
So, (!) is trivial. For (2) we need check that if n/> 3, then deg A, = n. But clearly the 
family {{n-  I}, {0 ,n -  I} . . . . .  {n -  2, n -  1}} is a maximal linked system in n. (3) is 
trivial. At last, for (4) we need show that evecy epimorphic and preserving intersections 
functor .T" C Pn is seminormal. But it follows from Proposition 1.14. [] 
Remark 4.23. As for the equality c(A,(X)) = c(Xn), it should be noted that in the 
process of the proof of Theorem I11.3.8 from [16] A. Verb-ek proved that for each 
positive integer n there is an ,m >/n such that C(AmLX))/> c(X' ) .  
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5. Funetors of infinite degree 
Propositions i.8, 2.3, 2.6 and 4.1 yield: 
Proposition 5.1. If J= is a semincrmal epimorphic functor, then 
~(~(x)) ~< sup {~(x- × ~( . ) ) : .  ~ ~} (5.,) 
for any compact space X. 
Corollary 5.2. lf ~ is a seminormal, epimorphic, weakly cellularly mu#iplicativejhnctor, 
then 
e(.~(X)) <~ sup{e(Xn) ,  e(~'(n)): n E w} (5.2) 
for any compact space X. 
Corollary 5.3. l f  ~ r is a seminormal epimorphic fimctor which preserves the celhdari~, 
then 
4~(x)) < sup {e(X~):.  ~ ~} (5.3) 
for any compact space X. 
Corollary 5.4. The inequality (5.3) holds for any seminormal epimorphic functor pre- 
serving weight, in particular, for exp, P, A. 
As in the preceding section, the main problem here is to find conditions ufficient to 
transform the inequalities (5.1), (5.2) and (5.3) to equalities. The following statement 
partially solves this problem. 
Theorem 5.5 (MAc, t). A compact space X satisfies the Suslin condition iff the com- 
pact space Jr(X) satisfies the Suslin condition, where ,7 r is an arbitrary seminormal. 
epimorphic functor preserving weight, in particular, one of the fimctors exp, P. A. 
To prove this we apply Proposition 2.13, Theorem 2.14, Proposition 2.15 and Corol- 
lary 5.4. 
A version of the main problem is to find lower bounds for cardinal numbers of type 
c(Jr(X)). There is a solution to this version of the problem for functors with continuous 
supports. Propositions 1.10 and 2.1 imply the following statement. 
Proposition 5.6. If ,~ is a seminormal, epimorphic functor with continuous upports 
having infinite degree, then 
c(~'(X)) >~ c( exp(X)) (5.4) 
for any compact space X. 
For some functors we can strengthen the inequalities (5.3) and (5.4) to equalities. For 
this we need a key combinatorial lemma which is of an independent interest. Let X be a 
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zero-dimensional compact space and B be the Boolean algebra of clopen subsets of X. 
We fix also a regular uncountable cardinal 7-. A sequence (a~,. . . ,  a~ - I )  (( < r), where 
n is a positive integer, of n-tuples of elements of B + = B \ {0} is separated if there is 
an n-tuple (b°, . . . ,  b n- I )  of pairwise disjoint elements of B + such that a~ C b ' for all 
< 7- and i < n. A sequence (bxi ° . . . . .  b~ -1) (~ < 7-) of n-tuples of elements of B + 
refines (a°e, ,~-I (~ < . . . .  a~ ) T) i f fb~Ca~ for a l l i<nand~<7- .  
Lemma 5.7. For every integer n >1 i and for every sequence (a~ . . . . .  a'~ -I) (~ < r) of 
n-tuples of pairwise disjoint elements of 13 + either 
(1) there is a set I C 7- of  cardinali~ 7- such that (a~, n- i  . . . ,ae  ) (~ E I) is refined by 
a separated sequence (bO,..., ben-1) (~ E I), or 
(2) there is a set J C T of  cardinality 7- such that ]br ~ < ~1 in J either [.J,<~ a~ is 
disjoint from U~<n b~, or [.J~<n a~o c a~ for some ~ < n. 
Proof. By induction on n. It is clear that this is true for n = !, since we could simply 
take l = 7- and a~ = b~ for all ~ < r. Assume now that n > 1 and that the assertion is 
true for every smaller integer. 
Case 1. There exist b E 13+ and i < n such that tire set 
has eardinaliD, r. If there are a set I C J~ and j < n such that ]I] = T and a~ M b -- 0 
for all ( E I, we refine it still further so that there is a disjoint decomposition M U N = 
{0 . . . . .  n - i } such that a~ n b ¢ 0 for any k e M, ~ e I whil:  a~ n b = 0 for ~, :~ 
k E N, ( E I. Since Ihl], INI < n, we can apply (successively) the induction hypothesis 
to the family (a~ M b: k E .M), ( E I, and get a separated refinement (b~: k E M), 
E I '  (for some I '  C I such that II'l = T), and then to the family (a~: k E N), ~ E I ' ,  
and get a separated refinement (b~: k E N),  ~ E I",  for some set I "  C I '  of cardinality 
7-. It is clear that (b(~ . . . . .  b~ *-I) (~ e I")  is a separated refinement of (a~ . . . . .  a~ - I )  
(~ E I"). Thus, we may assume (refining J~) that there is a set I C J~ of cardi.nality 
T such that a,~ M b ~ 0 for all ~ E I and j < n. By the induction hypothesis there is a 
separated refinement (b~: j < n, j ~ i) (~ • I ')  of (a~: j < n, j ¢ i). Let b~ = a~ \ b 
for all ~ • I ' .  Then (b~, n- i  , 0 n - i  . . . ,b  e ) (~ • I ' )  is a separated refinement of \a e . . . . .  a e ) 
(~ E I'). 
Case 2. The b and i as fir Case l cannot be found. Then we can find a set I C r of 
• ' J ~ = O. Note cardinality r such that for every ~ < z/in I and i , j  < n, a~o C a~ or a,~ na  e 
that if there is b • 13+ such that for r many ~ • 1 we can find i ~ j < n such that 
a~ M b ¢ 0 ~ a~ \ b, refining this set we would be able to find a set J C I of cardinality 
r and a disjoint decomposition M tA N = {0 . . . .  , n - I } with .~I ~ 0 7 ~ N such that 
a~ C b for any i • M, ~ • J ,  and a~ ~b = O for any j • N, ~ E J.  So we can use the 
inductive hypothesis as in Case I. Hence from now on, we may assume that for every 
b • 13+, [I \ Ib I < r, where Ib consists of all ~ • I such that if a~ ~ b ~ 0 for some 
i < n, then this is true for all i < n, and similarly if a~ \ b ~ 0 for some i < n, then 
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this is true for all i < n. So we can find a set J C I of cardinality ~- such that for all 
< 7/in J and i < n, if a~ intersects one of the a~'s then it must include all of them, 
and sunilarly, if it does not include one of the a,3s's then it must be disjoint from all of 
them. This finishes the proof. D 
We also need a result about he preservation of irreducibility of mappings. For normal 
functors this was proved by L. Shapiro (see [11, Lemma 2]). We present a slightly more 
general result with a proof (Shapiro's proof has not been published). 
Theorem 5.8. I f  f :  X --+ Y is an irreducible mapping between compact spaces, then 
the ~napping Jr(f) is also irreducible for every seminormal epimorphic functor Jr which 
preserves preimages. 
Proo f .  Recall that a mapping  : Z -+ T between compact spaces is said to be metrizable 
if there is an embedding Z --~ T x [~ such that g = p[Z,  where  p : T x I ~ -+ T is the 
projection. We can represent our mapping f as the composite projection f0 : X -+ X0 of 
a continuous transfinite inverse system S = {X~, f~, r} such that X0 = Y and all short 
projections f~+l are metrizable. Since Jr is continuous, Jr( f)  is the composite projection 
of the inverse system Jr(S). It remains only to show that all short projections Jr( f~+l) 
of this system are irreducible. But all projections f~+J are irreducible. Since they are 
metrizable, there are dense sets D,~ C X~ such that (f~+~)-I(D~) is dense in X~+I 
and f~+ ~l(f~+~)-' (D~) is a homeomorphism. Since Jr preserves epimorphisms and 
preimages, the set Jr~ (D~): (I) is dense in Jr(X~), (2) consists of points of one-to-one 
correspondence of the mapping Jr(f~+l),  (3) its inverse image is dense in Jr(X~+l). In 
this situation Jr(f~+l) is irreducible. This finishes the proof. [] 
Proposition 5.9. Let Jr be a seminormal Jhnctor preserving preimages, ~ E Jr(n + 1) 
and supp(~) = n. Then there is a neighborhood N~ C Jr(n + 1) such that N~ N 
Jr(F)(N~) = O for any multivalued mapping F :n + I ---> n + 1 with n M F(n) ¢ n. 
Proof. Since there are finitely many multivalued mappings n + 1 ~ n + 1, it suffices to 
find such a neighborhood N~ for one fixed F. 
Claim. ~ ¢ Jr(F)(~). 
Proof. Assume ~ E Jr(F)(~). There are a finite set Z and mappings f ,g :  Z -~ n + ! 
such that F = y o f - i .  Since supp(~o) = n and Jr preserves preimages, we have 
Jr(f)-'(qo) C Jr(f-i(n)). 
Hence, supp(#) C f - I (n )  for any # E J r ( f ) - l (~) .  Since ~ E Jr(F)(~),  there is a Po E 
Jr(f)-I(qo) such that ~ = Jr(g)(/zo). Then ~ E Jr(n) M Jr(g)(jr(supp(/zo))) = Jr(n) M 
Jr(g(supp(po))) = (since Jr preserves intersections) = Jr(n M g(supp(/zo))) C (since 
supp(/~o) C f - I (n ) )  C Yr(n)NF(n). Hence, supp(~) C nNF(n) .  But InnF(n)[ < n. 
We arrive at a contradiction. Claim is proved. O 
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Since qo ~ .~'(F)(qa),  there at,: disjoint neighborhoods U and V of the point cp and the 
set br(F)(~) respectively. But Jr(F) is an upper semicontinuous mapping. Therefore, 
the set 
J r (F)~l(V)  - {~ E J r (n+ 1): J r (F)(¢)  C V} 
is open. It remains to put N~ = U fq J r (F ) [ '  (V). Proposition 5.9 is proved. [] 
Proposition 5.10. Let Jr be a fimctor, ~p E Jr(n + 1 ), supp(~p) = n and Nqo C Jr(n + 1 ) 
be a neighborhood. Then there exists a neighborhood Oqo snch that Jr(F)(O~) C Nqa 
for any multivahwd mapping F : n + 1 --+ n + 1 with F in = idn. 
Proof. Let F :  n + I --+ n + I be such a multivalued mapping. Since Fin = idn, we have 
J r (F) l j r (n)  = id.~(n). Hence, J r(F)(~) = {~}. Since Jr(F) is upper semicortinuous, 
the set Jr(F)~ -I(N~o) is open and contains ~, because Jr(F)(qa) = {<p}. It rem~fins to 
set O~ = [ ' ]F J r (F)~(N~).  [] 
Theorem 5.11. Let Y: be a normal functor of hlfinite degree. Then 
~(jr(x)) = ~(x ~') (5.5) 
for any compact space X.  
Proof. Since every compact space is an irreducible image of a zero-dimensional compact 
space, we may assume, on account of Proposition 2. I 1 and Theorem 5.8, that dim X = 0. 
In view of Corollary 5.4 it suffices to show that for all n 6 w, 
~(~-(x)) ~ ~(x-). 
For that it is enough to prove the followmg assertion: for any given cellular family u in 
X '~ of uncountable r gular cardinality 7-there is a cellular family v in .~"(X) of cardinality 
n-  I r. We may assume that u consists of clopen rectangles a~ × . . .  x a~ , ¢ < T. Applying 
Lemma 5.7 we may also assume that either the sequence (a~ . . . . .  a~*-~), ¢ < T, is 
separated, or it satisfies the condition (2) of Lemma 5.7 for all ¢ < r /< r. Let f~  : X -~ 
n + 1 be the mapping defined as: f~  (a~) = {i}, f~  (X \ I,J~<n a~) = {n}. According 
to Propositions 1.9 and 1.11 there is a ~ ~. J r (n ) \  Jrn-~(n). We take neighborhoods 
N~p and O~ C N~o satisfying Propositions 5.9 and 5.10, and set V~ = ~'(f~<)-I(O~p). 
It remains to show that the family v = {I/~: ~ < 7"} is cellular in Jr(X). For this we 
need an auxiliary statement. 
Lemma. Let a = (a ° . . . . .  a n-  I ) and b = (b ° . . . . .  b n- i) be n-tuples of pairwise disjoint 
clopen subsets t!f X such that a ~ C U. Let ~ E Jr(n) and N~,  Oqa be neighborhoods of
q~ ht Jr(n+ I ) such that Jr( F)( Oqa) C N ~ jar any multivahwd mapping F : n+ i --+ n+ ! 
with F in = id,,. Then Jr(.fa)-I(Oq0) C Jr(ft,)-l(N~o). where A and fb are defined as 
fo~ above. 
Proof. Let ~u ~ Jr(f,,)-~(O¢). Then Jr(f,,)(lt) ~ 0~.  Hence, 
~ Z ' (L ) -  L~'(L)(t,) c J r ( L ) - ' (o~) .  
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Consequently, 
# E ~'(A)  - I  (.T'(A) (~'(fa)- I .T'(A)(/t)))  C J r (A ) - '  ( .T'(A)(~'(A) - I  (O~p))). 
By Proposition 1.19, ~'(fb) o br(fa) - I  = ~r(F), where F = fb o fd -I. Therefore, 
/z E .T (A) - '  (~'(F)(O~)) .  
But fb [ f~ l (u )  = fa. Thus, F in  = idn and .T'(F)(O~) C N~. So,/z E 2r ( fb ) - I (N~) .  
This finishes the proof. [] 
Returning back to the proof of Theorem 5.1 I, we consider the following two cases. 
Case I. The sequence a~, ~ < r, is separated by an n-tuple (a ° . . . . .  a n -  J }. Let ~ # 7 I. 
• i = 0. Define n-tuples b~ Since u is a cellular family, there is i < n such that a~ n a,1 
and b, 1 as: b~ = a~, b; = a;,  ~ = ~ = aJ fo r j  # i. Let V~' =.Tr( fb¢)-t(N~),  
V~ = .~(fb,) - ' (Ntp).  Then, by Lemma and Proposition 5.10, V~ C V~', V, I C V~. To 
prove that V~' n V,~ = 0 we consider auxiliary mappings g~,gu :X  --~ n + 2 defined as: 
g~(b~) = {k} fork <i, 
gn(bko)= {k} fo rk<i ,  
g,(b~) ={n+ i}, g , (x  \ b° u. . .  u b~-' u b~) = {,,}. 
Then fb~ = 7r o g~, fb, = 7r o g~, where 7r : n + 2 -+ n + 1 is the retraction defined by 
7r({n + 1}) - {n}. Further, g~ = a o 917, where a :n  + 2 -+ n + 2 is the permutation 
defined as :a (k )=kfork#i ,n+i ,  tr(i) = n + l, tr(n + l) = i. 
Put F = 7r o tro 7r- ~. Clearly, F : n + I --> n + l is a multivalued mapping such that 
n q F (n )  # n (i ~t F(n)) .  Then 
Nqa n .T (F ) (N~)  = 0 
in accordance with Proposition 5.9. But .T'(F) = ~'(Tr) o .T'(a) o ~(Tr)- ~ on account of 
Proposition i. ! 9. Hence, 
N~p n ~'(~r) (~'(a) (.F'(~r)-' N~p) = O. 
It follows that 
.T(a) -~ (.T(~r)-~N~p) n ~'0r)-~N~o = O. 
Consequently, 
.F'(g,,)-' (.F'(~)-' (.F'(~')-tN~o)) n S(.q,,)-' ( .F'0r)- 'N~) = O. 
But 7r o g,~ = fb, and 7r o a o go = 7r o g~ = fb~. Therefore, 
( .~"(A,)- 'N~) n (.~"(A,,)-'N~) = O, 
or ~'nV~ =0. 
Case 2. For all ~ < ~ < ~-, either O,<n a~ is disjoint from O,<n a~, or Ui<,  a~ c a~ 
.for some j < n. We cope with the first possibility as in Case 1. Namely, we define 
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o b~ ~ = a o n-tuplesb~andb nasb~=a~,b  °=a n, =b n a~U ~ for l  ~<i<~n- i ,andshow 
that V~  fq V n = 0 repeating the preceding proof. 
Now let I,,J~<,~ a~ c a~ for some j < n, for example, for j = 0. Our proof is similar 
to the proof in Case !, too. Applying Lemma and Proposition 5.10 we may assume 
I,.Ji<n a~ = a~. Define maps g~, gn : X ~ 2n as: 
g~ =A, ,  gnl(X \ a~ U-.. Ua~- ' )=A, ,  
gn(a~)={i+n} for l  ~<i~<n- l .  
Then, as before, fa~ = 7r o g~, fa,, = 7r o go, where n:2n  --+ n + 1 is the retraction 
defined by zr(2n \ n + !) = {n}. Further, g~ = a o go, where a :2n  ~ 2n is defined as: 
a( i )=O fo r i<n ,  a(n)=n,  a (k )=k-n  fo rk~>n+l .  
Now again, as in Case l, we put F = 7r o a o 7r- I. Then n A F(n)  = {0} ~ n (we may 
assume n > l). After that we repeat he corresponding part of the proof in Case I. This 
finishes the proof of Theorem 5.11. [] 
Corollary 5.12. c(exp(X)) = c(X  ~) for any compact space X .  
Corollary 5.13. Let .~ be an epimorphic subfunctor of P which preserves intersections 
and has infinite degree. Then c(,~(X)) = c (X  ~) for any compact space X .  
To apply Theorem 5.11 we have to note that every epimorphic sut, functor of P which 
preserves intersections is normal on account of Propositions !.14 and 1.16. 
Corollary 5.14 (see [4]). c(P (X) )  = c (X  ~) for any compact space X .  
Proposition 5.15. The functor A preserves irreducible mappings of  compact spaces. 
Proof. If f :X  --4 Y is an irreducible mapping and V = A(UI . . . .  , Uk) is a basic 
subset of AX, then (Af)"V ~ A(fa(UI) . . . . .  f#(Uk)). Hence, if V -~ 0, then the family 
{Uj . . . . .  Uk} is linked. Consequently, the family {f#(Ui) . . . .  ,f#(Uk)} is also linked 
and (Af)~V is not empty. 
Theorem 5.16. c(A(X)) = c(X  ~) for any compact space X .  
Proof. The beginning of the proof is similar to the beginning of the proof of Theo- 
rem 5.11, only instead of Theorem 5.8 we apply Proposition 5.15. Let u be a cellu- 
lar family in X n of uncountable r gular cardinality 7- consisting of clopen rectangles 
a~ x . . .  x a~ -I, ~ < ~-. Applying Lemma 5.7 we may also assume that either the se- 
quence a~ . . . . .  a~,- i, ( < 7-, is separated, or it satisfies the condition (2) of Lemma 5.7 
for all ~ < 77 < T. 
Case 1. The sequence a~ (~ < -r) is separated by an n-tuple a°, .. ., a n-I. Clearly, we 
may assume that a = X \ ~<n ai ~ 0. For ~ < r and i < n, set 
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V~ / = {L E A(X): there is I E L such that /C  aUa[} ,  
n- i  U~ = {L ~ A(X): there is l E L such that /C  Uj=o a~}, and 
n- i  
Then each W~ is a nonempty open subset of A(X) which follows from the fact that 
{U~--o l a~,a U a~ . . . . .  a U a n-'l-~ j is a linked family of closed sets, so any L e A(X) 
extending it is a member of W~. It remains to show that the family {W~: ~ < r} is 
cellular in A(X). Assume that L E W~ M Wo for some ~ < 7/< r. Since u is a cellular 
family, there is an i < n such that a~ M a~ = 0. Choose an l E L such that l C U~~ a~ 
and also an l' E L such that l' C a U a~r Since L is linked, l n l '  ~ ~. Since a~'s and 
a~'s are separated, the intersection l M l' must be included in a~ tq a~ = 8. We arrive at 
a contradiction. 
Case 2. Either U~<n a~ is disjoint from Ui<n a~, or U~<n a~ c a~ for some j < n. 
Let [n] n- I  = {F  C {0 . . . . .  n - 1}: tF I  = n - 1}. For F E [n] n- I  and ~ < v, set 
V~ F = {L E A(X): there is an ! E L such that /C  UieFa~}, and 
v~= N v:. 
If n /> 3, each V~ is a nonempty open subset of MX)  as it contains any L E A~X) 
extending the linked family Uiefa~ (F • [n]n-I). Note also that V~ M V, I -- 0 for 
< 7/< T. It is clear if U,<n a~ is disjoint from U,<n a~. Let U,<n a~ c a~ for some 
j < n. Then every member L of V~ F for F = {0 . . . . .  j -  1, j + 1 . . . . .  n -  1 } contains an 
element I which is disjoint from the union I.J~<,~ a~. Since this union includes an element 
of every M E V n, no maximal inked family can be both in ~ and V,~. 
To see the case n = 2, shrinking T to some set J C r of cardinality r we may assume 
that some fixed element a • B + is disjoint from a~ U a~ for all ~ E J .  For ~ E J ,  set 
' °uaDct} .  = {L • A(X): {aUa~,aUaea ~ 
Then V~ is a nonempty open subset of A(X) for all ~ • J .  Fix ~ < r/ in J and suppose 
that L e V~ M V, 7. By the choice of the sequence a~, a~ (~ e g), either a~ U a~ is disjoint 
I o r  a~ contains a° U a~ for some i < 2. The first ahernative contradicts the from a ° U a,r 
fact that L is a linked family, since it contains both a~ U a~ 0 I and % U a~. However, the 
second alternative also contradicts the fact that L is a linked family as it contains two 
disjoint sets a U a~-'  and a ° U a~. [] 
Question 5.17. Does the equality (5.5) hold for any functor of infinite degree satisfying 
all normality conditions with the exception of preserving images? 
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